V.I.F. INSURE NO

ASPHALT COURSE 4" DEPTH

THOMAS STREET

BASE EXIST.

PAVING LIMITS

SAWCUT CLEAN EDGE

ASPHALT EDGE MATCH EXISTING PAVED,

LEVELING COURSE COMPACT EXIST. BASE

LAWN END OF BORING 5.5" SB

MAY 7, 2019

LAWN SB - 13.5'

MATCH EXISTING PAINT NEW WHITE LINES SYMBOLS LIGHT

EX. P.P.

MATCH EXISTING ALTERNATE BASE BID

SEED, WHEN DISTURBED BY PROJECT.

4 COORDINATE ANY WORK AND PERMITTING WITHIN THE ROAD ELEVATIONS AND DRAINAGE PATTERNS. SAWCUT AT

EXISTING CONCRETE AND VERIFY EXISTING MARKINGS PRIOR TO DEMOLITION.

1 CALL "MISS DIG" AND HAVE EXISTING UTILITY LOCATIONS MARKED PRIOR TO PAVEMENT DEMOLITION.

CREATE POSITIVE PONDING OR 'BIRTH BATHS' IN ANY LOCATIONS.

PONDS TO EXISTING PAVEMENT TO EXISTING PAVEMENT CURBS TO REMAIN

JENNER DRIVE / M

TYP.

10'

10'

EXISTING CONCRETE
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ALLEGAN, MICHIGAN

DATE
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SITE PAVING PLAN
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SHEET TITLE SHEET NUMBER OWNER PROJECT TITLE DATE

ISSUED FOR

PROJECT WORK TO BE DONE SEE DETAIL AND SPECIFICATIONS.

SEE DETAIL AND SPECIFICATIONS.

PATTERN PRIOR TO PAVEMENT DEMOLITION.

PATTERN PRIOR TO PAVEMENT DEMOLITION.